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Tidal Sail Training - 2022 - Scotland

  

The ideal preparation for areas with a lot of tidal range 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
1.255,00 €

1.255,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerSegelwelt 

Description 

Sailing in Scotland

The demanding sailing area offers wind, tides and strong currents.
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Trainings / Seminars / Sailing Trips: Tidal Sail Training - 2022 - Scotland
 

Dates: 03. - 09. June // 10. - 16. June // 17. - 23. June 2023
Port of departure:

Week 1: Ardfern (Finish: Stornoway)
Week 2: Stornoway (Finish: Stornoway)
Week 3: Stornoway (Finish: Ardfern)

Destinations: St Kilda, Orkneys
Skipper: Astrid Zauner, Andreas Hanakamp

Costs: € 1.255.- excl. board cash and arrival;  2 Weeks €1.995,-; 3 weeks € 2780.-  Surcharge single cabin 50%; Pair / family discount 10%.

Tidal sailing presents every skipper with special challenges. Especially strong currents and dry passages require detailed planning and safe and
precise navigation.

The Segelwelt.at tidal Sail training offers you the possibility to learn the exciting tidal sea and to prepare you for special destinations with a lot of
tidal range.

Training contents: tidal navigation, current sailing, safety at sea, seamanship, watch systems, controls, ...

Choice of sailing intensity (please leave a note in the notes section on the registration form):

Intensive: Sailing and exploring Scotland from the water is absolutely essential. The gennaker will be set if the wind direction allows it
and it is possible due to the wind speed. The motor is used when there is no wind and when mooring for the last meters and even that
not always ;-).
Good balance: Sailing is important to you, but also to experience the land. We don't need the most complicated and exhausting way to
get to a new bay or port. Later departures can be compensated with earlier moorings.

More information
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